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PRAMAC LIFTER HAND
PALLET TRUCK GS25S4

1150x525 DOUBLE
ROLLER 

        

   

Product price:  

389,20 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

Maximize Efficiency with the PRAMAC LIFTER HAND PALLET TRUCK GS25S4 

The PRAMAC LIFTER HAND PALLET TRUCK GS25S4 1150x525 DOUBLE ROLLER redefines
efficiency and reliability in manual load management. This pedestrian-operated pallet truck, with
its formidable 2500 Kg load capacity and unparalleled manual maneuverability, is the cornerstone
of modern material control.

Elevating Material Handling Standards
Double Roller Design: Ensures smooth, stable movement for heavy loads, enhancing executional
efficiency.
Ergonomic and Manual execution: Tailored for user control and comfort, facilitating ease in
manual material handling tasks.
Pedestrian-Friendly execution: Features like an ergonomic handle make the PRAMAC LIFTER
GS25S4 a standard in user-friendly manual pallet trucks.
Substantial Load Management: Capable of handling up to 2500 Kg, it's designed for the demands
of bustling warehouses and manufacturing facilities.
Precision Lift and Transport: The 115 mm lift height and 1150x525 fork size are optimized for
effective pallet handling, reducing physical strain.
Designed for Durability and Safety
The PRAMAC LIFTER GS Series, and particularly the PRAMAC LIFTER GS25S4 model,
embodies practicality and safety. It is equipped with start and exit rollers for seamless operation
and a more comfortable handle, reducing fatigue over long periods of use. The model's thoughtful
design ensures it navigates narrow aisles and executes tight turns with ease, prioritizing operator
safety and pallet security.

The inclusion of a maximum pressure valve prevents overloading, preserving the truck's
structural integrity. Furthermore, its frame, treated with a high-temperature polyester powder
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varnish, stands up against wear and environmental damage, embodying PRAMAC's commitment
to durability.

The PRAMAC LIFTER Advantage
Choosing the PRAMAC LIFTER GS25S4 is more than an operational decision; it's an investment
in efficiency and safety. This pallet truck not only meets but exceeds the requirements of
intensive manual handling, offering a blend of performance, durability, and ergonomic design
unmatched in the market.

Discover how the PRAMAC LIFTER  GS25S4 can transform your material control processes,
making your operations safer, more efficient, and more productive.

Learn about other similar products.
The images are only indicative of the product.

  

Product features:  

Drive: Manual
Operator type: Pedestrian
Load capacity (Kg): 2500
Load centre distance (mm): 600
Load axle to end forks (mm): 932
Wheel base (mm): 1192
Service weight (Kg): 63
Axle load, laden rear (Kg): 1796
Axle load, laden front (Kg): 767
Axle load, unladen front (Kg): 42
Axle load, unladen rear (Kg): 21
Tyres: front wheels: POLY.I. / NYLON
Tyres: rear wheels: NYLON
Diameter steering wheels (mm): 200
Width steering wheels (mm): 55
Diameter load rollers (mm): 82
Width load rollers (mm): 60
Quantity rear wheels: 4
Rear balancing axle: No
Tread front (mm): 155
Tread rear (mm): 375
Lift height (mm): 115
Height of tiller in drive position max (mm): 1160
Height lowered (mm): 85
Overall lenght (mm): 1550
Lenght to face of forks (mm): 400
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Overall width (mm): 525
Thickness fork (mm): 55
Width fork (mm): 150
Lenght fork (mm): 1150
Distance between fork arms (mm): 525
Ground clearance at centre of wheelbase (mm): 30
Aisle width (mm): 1835
Turning radius (mm): 1367
Lifting speed laden (strokes): 13
Lifting speed unladen (strokes): 13
Weigher: No
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